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SOS Online Backup is a Windows software application whose purpose is to help you back up files and folders to the cloud and
restore them in case of system crash or data loss. Wizard-like assistant The utility employs a wizard-like approach for helping

you carry out the backup process. This mode is suitable especially for less experienced users, as they are offered assistance
throughout the entire configuration process. A backup task can be activated at the end of the wizard, automatically (without user

intervention), or when Windows user is not logged on. Configure backup tasks The utility is able to automatically scan several
preset locations (Documents, Images, Music, Video) from your computer so you can easily back up the content of the target
directories. What’s more, you can make the app skip files smaller or larger than a custom value, exclude folders and items,

exclude files by type (e.g. TMP, LOG), as well as add custom file types to be included in the scan. You may preview the scan
results in a dedicated panel, along with information about the name, path, type, size, and date when it was last modified. The

tool also reveals the total number of files and size. In addition, you can make use of a tree-like display for manually selecting the
folders and files that you want to back up. Schedule and email reporting options SOS Online Backup gives you the possibility to
run scheduled backups hourly, daily, weekly or monthly, and on specific days of the week. In addition, the app is able to send

email reports at the end of the backup. During backups the app reveals a summary with details about the account name, backup
type, failed items, progress, and speed. A log panel records all actions and possible errors, and you may also pause or resume the
job. Recovery mode SOS Online Backup provides at-a-glance details about the used space in the cloud and lets you recover data

with the aid of wizard. You may also perform searches by filename, size, and date throughout the backed up data. An overall
efficient backup utility All in all, SOS Online Backup provides a user-friendly environment and several powerful features for

helping you back up data, and is suitable for beginners and professionals alike. WSS - Windows Server System Center -
Application, Infrastructure & Security WSS - Windows Server System Center - Application - Cloud-based Business Solutions

WSS - Windows Server System Center -
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- Supports multiple operating systems (Windows, Mac, Linux) - Supports multiple local disks and SMB server. - Export to FTP
and HTTP. - Backup account options. - Backup encryption options. - Backup by user and automatically (including password). -
Backup management options. - Saves backup history. - Ability to manage backup accounts from the cloud. - Ability to manage
backup accounts from the program. - Backup by the current user. - Integrated FTP client. - FTP server. - Backup with password

- Backup by date. - Backup by size - Backup by time. - Saves backup history. - Email report of the account. - Ability to add
custom files. - Advanced settings. KEYMACRO Lite Description: - Supports multiple local disks and SMB server. - Export to

FTP and HTTP. - Backup account options. - Backup encryption options. - Backup by user and automatically (including
password). - Backup management options. - Saves backup history. - Ability to manage backup accounts from the cloud. -

Ability to manage backup accounts from the program. - Backup by the current user. - Integrated FTP client. - FTP server. -
Backup with password - Backup by date. - Backup by size - Backup by time. - Saves backup history. - Email report of the
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account. - Ability to add custom files. - Advanced settings. KeyMacro doesn't require knowledge of computer programming or
advanced IT skills. Requirements for computer : OS : Windows 7, 8, 10, or higher RAM: 2 GB, more than that the speed of the

processor will suffer Recommended for this website : 6GB RAM Please note that KeyMacro is a freeware. KEYMACRO
website: How do i get date between two dates in PHP? I am working on a project using php. I have two dates: $from = date('Y-
m-d', strtotime("2013-05-09")); $to = date('Y-m-d', strtotime("2015-05-01")); and I have the following sql query to get results

from that date range: $sql="SELECT * FROM `days` WHERE `date 1d6a3396d6
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KEYMACRO is a feature-rich Macro Recorder, which includes many useful tools and advanced features for creating, editing,
and analyzing macros in almost all Windows applications. Key Macro is an easy-to-use and powerful software product which
works as a user-friendly Macro recorder, recorder-visualizer and macro editor. It is a solution for creating user-friendly
automated processes with one mouse click for Windows applications that execute different operations from one place to
another. Key Macro is an easy-to-use and powerful software product which works as a user-friendly Macro recorder, recorder-
visualizer and macro editor. It is a solution for creating user-friendly automated processes with one mouse click for Windows
applications that execute different operations from one place to another. The program is a recorder-visualizer and a tool that lets
you record applications (Windows, Windows Applications,.NET Applications, Web Applications), any programs (e.g. Firefox,
Chrome, Winamp, Spotify), or web pages (e.g. Wikipedia, LiveJournal, images, videos), and save them as a recording to create
macros. Key Macro gives you the power to record and replay various actions that you want to perform over and over again. Key
Macro lets you record, pause, and resume the recordings in real-time, rewind to any time, or go to a specified point in your
recording. You can easily edit the recordings and annotate each step of your recorded processes with notes and comments. Key
Macro offers many powerful features for analyzing and editing the recorded macros. It's a way to record and replay any
application, web page, program, or any other activity on the PC, and check how they behave in real-time. Key Macro has many
useful tools and features for easy creation of macros in any Windows application, recorded and visualized in real-time. Key
Macro helps you find, copy, or paste whole text or HTML sections in any Windows application in a single click. Key Macro
helps you find, copy, or paste whole text or HTML sections in any Windows application in a single click. Key Macro's powerful
search features search the selected text in any Windows application in real-time, find the text that contains the specified
keywords and all the text from the selected range. Key Macro's powerful search features search the selected text in any
Windows application in real-time, find the text that contains the specified keywords and all the text from the selected range.
Key Macro's powerful search

What's New In?

Are you looking for a reliable backup application for Windows that lets you back up files and folders to the cloud and restore
them in case of system crash or data loss? If the answer is yes, then you have reached the right place. SOS Online Backup is the
most popular and useful application of its kind. Whether you are a novice or experienced user, the software will definitely make
your backup process even easier. Key Features A task can be activated at the end of the wizard, automatically or when Windows
user is not logged on. The app lets you back up several locations (Documents, Images, Music, Video) from your computer so
you can easily back up the content of the target directories. SOS Online Backup is able to scan preset locations (Documents,
Images, Music, Video) from your computer so you can easily back up the content of the target directories. SOS Online Backup
can add custom file types to be included in the scan. You may preview the scan results in a dedicated panel, along with
information about the name, path, type, size, and date when it was last modified. The tool also reveals the total number of files
and size. You may make use of a tree-like display for manually selecting the folders and files that you want to back up. In
addition, you can make use of a tree-like display for manually selecting the folders and files that you want to back up. SOS
Online Backup offers several scheduling options (hourly, daily, weekly or monthly, on specific days of the week). The app
allows you to send email reports at the end of the backup. During backups the app reveals a summary with details about the
account name, backup type, failed items, progress, and speed. SOS Online Backup provides at-a-glance details about the used
space in the cloud and lets you recover data with the aid of wizard. You may also perform searches by filename, size, and date
throughout the backed up data. Note: Windows 10 users should also see the built-in OneDrive app as an option for backing up
data to the cloud. System Requirements Operating System: Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows 8 (64-bit), Windows 8.1 (64-bit),
Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows Vista (64-bit), Windows XP (32-bit) Storage: 2 GB RAM minimum, 4 GB RAM recommended
Internet Connection: An active Internet connection is required. Wi-Fi connection is recommended for faster backup and
recovery. Other Notes: When running on Windows 8, you may also see the legacy Start Screen. To access the desktop,
tap Windows Key + X. What’s New in This Version: Version 6.1.1 * Bug fixes and improvements Ratings Rated 5 out of 5 stars
from 3,
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System Requirements:

⇒ Run with Win 10 x64 or later OS ⇒ Emulate a 32 bit processor with the Force32-mode in S9x or GigaSight mode in
MegaSight ⇒ A soundcard which supports the DirectSound or WASAPI api. The recommended Soundcard is ASIO ⇒ A wav-
sound file which has no longer than 80kb in length ⇒ A space on the harddisk to store an additional memory card. If the
additional memory card is not inserted, the
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